Make a woven paper basket - 1
These baskets are easy to make and relatively sturdy
You may use cereal boxes, newspaper, cardboard boxes, paper
shopping bag, etc.
Thin paper needs to be layered like the one in the newspaper
instruction, on page.
You need to email your Class Teacher if you have questions.
The image of finished work can be sent to your Class Teacher, too.

Using cereal boxies

• Materials:
• 3 cereal boxes (you might want to have
an extra one on hand just in case three
aren’t enough)
• ruler, scissors and pencil (or paper cutter
with incorporated ruler*)
• double-sided tape, glue or glue gun if
you have it. Sellotape is okay too.

Preparing the strips
1. Open up the cereal box, flatten it and cut off
the top and bottom flaps. Discard the flaps.

2. Open up the box along the glued side tab. Use a
ruler to draw lines 2 cm (3/4″) apart and cut
along the lines to create cardboard strips. Discard
portions of the box along the folds (seen at right).

3. Repeat steps 1-2 with all the other two cereal
boxes.

4. Now we need to make longer strips. Take two
strips from the same box and overlap the
ends by about 1 cm (1/2″). Secure the ends
together with a drop of hot glue or a square of
(double-sided) tape. You need a total of 18
double-length strips.
Do the same thing with 3 strips to make 6 triplelength strips.

You may try to join the strips in points with
similar colors and images.
It’s not always possible to hide each strip joint
when weaving them together, so this way they’re
less noticeable.

Weaving the basket bottom

5. Take four double strips and weave them
together at their centres (where they are
joined) as the picture.
Each strip will go over one strip and under the
next.
Stick them in place with a drop of hot glue or a
square of (double-stick) tape where they overlap.

6. Slip another double strip in between the
vertical strips from the top and push it gently
down until it reaches the other horizontal
strips in the centre.
Now do the same with another double strip,
but from the bottom.
*Important!* Make sure that you alternate how
the strips go over and under the perpendicular
strips so that the woven texture is created and the
strips stay together.

Make sure that the strips are pushed
together tightly, without leaving spaces,
then block them in place with a drop of hot
glue or a square of double-sided tape where
they overlap.

6. Continue adding the horizontal strips in between
the vertical strips, remembering to stick each strip in
place with glue or tape, until you have 9 horizontal
strips in place.

7. Now let’s weave in the remaining vertical strips.
Starting from the left, slip one vertical strip in,
alternating the over-under pattern, as image.
Push it gently towards the right until it reaches the other
vertical strips in the centre.
Now do the same, but from the right.
Again, remember to push the strips together
tightly and block them in place with a drop of hot glue
or a square of double-stick tape where they overlap.

8. Continue doing this until you have a total of
nine vertical strips and nine horizontal strips.

You’ve completed your woven box base!
Remember to push the strips together tightly again before gluing/taping them in
place.
If you could not manage to push the strips tightly and the base looks crooked,
don’t worry about it, because you can still complete the box, but it just won’t be
quite as polished looking as if you’d woven the strips tightly.

Weaving the basket sides
9. Flip the woven base over, with the noncoloured side facing up, and fold all the strips
on one side up and over the woven centre.

10. Continue folding the strips of the other
three sides over the woven edges until all the
straggling strips are folded over the top of the
woven centre, creating a square.

When you partially unfold the strips, it will
look like the picture.

This is the part that might get a little confusing,
so pay attention!
11. Unfold the strips on one side of the box. Look at the last
woven square on the bottom left, shown above by the
pink arrow (pretend that strip just below it isn’t there yet).
Make sure that the vertical strip is overlapping the horizontal
strip. If it’s the other way around (horizontal strip
overlapping the vertical one), rotate the square so that you
can work with the side either to the right or to the left, where
that square is with the vertical strip on top.
Fold the 2nd, 4th and 6th strips from the left back up, as
image.
Put a drop of glue or piece of double-sided tape on the
1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th strips, close to the woven base.
These points are indicated by the black arrows and red
dots in the picture above. Just imagine that that horizontal
strip isn’t there yet.

Take one of the triple length strips and stick one
end onto the glue/tape on the 7th strip, with the long end
going towards the left.
Press the strip down onto the glue/tape on the 1st, 3rd and
5th strips, as seen above.

(The same image as the previous page)

(Don’t pay any attention to the bits of tape you can see on
the strip in the picture above. Those were old bits that
weren’t sticking anymore.)
12. Now put a drop of glue or piece of double-sided
tape on the triple length strip right below the 2nd, 4th and
6th strips of the woven base, as shown by the red dots
above.
Fold up the flattened vertical strips (1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th) with
the triple strip stuck to it, and press it against the other
vertical strips (2nd, 4th, 6th) so that the glue/tape sticks
them together, sticking up 90° from the base of the basket.

13. At the corner, fold the triple length strip and continue
weaving it, making sure to continue the over/under pattern as
you left off from the first side.
So, for this second side, the triple length strip will go over the
first vertical strip on the right because it had gone under the last
vertical strip on the first side.
Make sure that the triple length strip is pushed tightly down,
without leaving spaces between the strips, and that you stick it
in place with glue or tape.

14. Continue all the way around the woven base
until you get back to where you started.
Trim the triple strip so that it ends behind the
vertical strip that you started weaving from
(shown above in the circle), and glue/tape it into
place behind that strip so that it is hidden from the
outside.

15. Continue weaving your way up the sides of the box
with four more triple strips.
After the first triple strip is in place, things get easier to figure
out. Just slip each triple strip in from the top, remembering
to alternate the over-under pattern compared to the strip
just below it.
At this point it’s not really necessary to glue every
single overlapped part together.
You may just glued every other overlap by slightly
folding over the vertical strips that go over the
triple strip, putting some glue on the triple strip
where they overlap (shown by the black arrows
above), and pressing the strips together.

16. Stop when the box sides are five triple strips
high.

Finishing off the box
17. Flip the box onto one side and fold the ends of the
vertical strips inwards, over the edge of the highest triple
strip.
Trim the vertical strips if necessary so that they don’t go any
further below that highest triple strip.

18. Glue the strips folded down in step 17 to the inside of the
highest triple strip.
For the strips that ended inside the triple strip and therefore
cannot be folded over the edge of the triple strip (shown above
by the arrows), glue the folded edge down on itself, then lift
the edge up and glue it onto the triple strip.
Repeat steps 17-18 with the other three sides of the basket.

19. Get the last triple strip. (You can also use non-joined
strips for this last step, as I did.)
You may try to use a strip made up of box pieces that look nice
when put together, because this will be visible in its entirety.
You might actually need a slightly longer strip to go around,
but you can add another piece on if necessary.

20. Glue the last triple strip around the inside of the box,
close to the top so that it covers the folded-over vertical strips.
Trim the end of this last triple strip so that it just overlaps the
beginning of it.

You may paint over the entire inside and
outside of the basket with Mod Podge* or
diluted PVA glue and let it dry completely.
This protects the paper from water and dust,
and also helps keep the pieces all together and
make the whole box more sturdy.
However you can skip this step.
Mod Podge* = Water base sealer.

Continue to the file 2 : Paper Basket -2

Using newspaper
1. I cut the folded edge off a couple sections of newspaper
and then cut those pages in half lengthwise. I used about
20 pages for this basket (about 40 strips).
You may use a rotary cutter and cutting mat. This made
short work of the cutting. Recommended if you have one.
Use the cutter carefully.
2. Fold the newspaper pieces in half lengthwise, then
again lengthwise into quarters, then into eighths, so you
have some sturdy strips.
Mine were 3/4" wide. If you want to use fewer, wider
strips, use the whole newspaper sheet. Obviously you can
adjust the size of your strips.

See the cereal box instructions above for how to proceed from here.

Shopping bag

